
Monday Nitro – February 14,
2000: You Could Have Gotten
Me Some Cheap Flowers Instead
Monday  Nitro #227
Date: February 14, 2000
Location: Nassau Coliseum, Uniondale, New York
Attendance: 8,160
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Mark Madden

It’s SuperBrawl week and you can see most of the card at this point. If
you hurry, you can still cover your eyes before your face melts like the
Nazi in Raiders of the Lost Ark. The big stories tonight are Hogan vs.
Flair and Luger vs. Funk as they mix up the big matches before Sunday.
Let’s get to it.

We open with a recap of the recent events. That’s one of the best ideas
they could have had as it’s so difficult to keep awake during the shows
these days.

The opening sequence cuts Madden off. I like it more already.

We get a second recap. As usual, it’s overkill around here.

Here’s the NWO, which is now Jarrett, the Twins and the girls of the
week. The girls are sent away and this is already less interesting. They
remind us that it’s six days until SuperBrawl (old school tactic of
making sure you know how long before the show instead of just saying “at
this show”. I like the old way better) before Jeff goes into his “they’re
all against me” speech. Jarrett is the natural born champion and is going
to be leaving San Francisco with the title.

Nash comes on the screen and says the only stroke Jarrett has is in his
single wide back in Nashville. Jarrett cuts him off and threatens to
break David Penzer’s neck if they don’t cut Nash’s feed off. This makes
Nash serious and there goes the feed. Jeff says the acting commissioner
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(he was stripped of that last week) is winning on Sunday but here’s Nash
in a wheelchair (Madden: “He’s not an outsider. He’s an Ironsider!”) to
interrupt.

Nash may have had to have his foot rebuilt (so that’s why he’s out) but
it still fits in Jarrett’s censored. Since Jarrett didn’t beat Hall last
week, it’s going to be a three way at SuperBrawl. Jeff can get Sid
tonight, non-title. So the WWF was stealing the idea of having the
regular triple threat Wrestlemania main event on Raw before adding one
more person at the big show? No wonder that show was horrible. If Jeff
needs Nash, he’ll be in the back playing with his nurses.

The announcers run down a pretty stacked card.

Luger, Liz and Flair arrive together. Flair is WAY too excited to be in
New York. Lex’s San Antonio Spurs shirt is a nice cheap heat device.

Norman doesn’t like 2XS’ clothes but Lane and Idol think the rats will
love them.

3 Count is in the ring and talks about how they’ve been getting a lot of
entries in their contest for a dream date. It’s time to dance but Norman
cuts them off again. He really needs to stop doing that.

Lane/Norman Smiley vs. 3 Count

Handicap match. Norman is wearing an Islanders jersey to keep up his
cheap pops and there’s nothing wrong with that. Lane gets jumped as he
comes in and Shannon spinwheel kicks Norman to the floor. A moonsault
puts him down again, so Lane moonsaults (mostly connecting) onto both of
them. Helms and Karagias hit dives of their own, even though they mainly
hit their own partners.

Back in and Lana hits a Skull Crushing Finale on Moore as Miss Hancock
comes out for commentary, instantly showing more charisma than any woman
in this company save for maybe Madusa. She says 2XS never should have
gotten rid of her because they don’t know what they’re missing. Helms
poses in the ring after a splash but Lana fights out of a double team.
Norman gets the tag for the swinging slam on Moore and does the dance but



there’s dance music playing in the arena.

Hancock takes her hair down and gets up on the table (with the camera
panning up to show her)…..and now let’s watch the match as Tony tells us
about her dancing. Finally the director regains his sanity and focuses
Hancock with the match in the background before she casually hops down
and walks off, leaving Charles Robinson stunned that he misses Evan
tapping to the Norman’s Conquest.

Rating: C-. The match was fine but also completely not the point here.
This was all about establishing Miss Hancock as the new big thing and it
was easy to see why. It’s a very simple formula: take a gorgeous blonde
with incredibly long legs and have her dance on a table during an
uninteresting match. There isn’t much more to it and there doesn’t need
to be.

3 Count performs again. Even Madden is sick of them by this point.

Back from a break and they’re still at it, so here’s Tank Abbott to clean
house.

Meng and Big Al “talk” in the back.

Tank Abbott vs. Rick Fuller

33 seconds, Fuller is out cold. If nothing else, we’re told that Al is
Abbott’s former bodyguard from UFC.

Earlier today, Abbott talked about being the toughest fighter in UFC. His
record was secondary to hurting people and that makes him all the more
deadly. This brings him to Big Al, who doesn’t get what Abbott is doing
here. Therefore, there needs to be a skins match at SuperBrawl, meaning a
leather jacket on a pole match. So Abbott is just fighting a guy named Al
who used to be a bodyguard and may or may not be a wrestler. How does
this thing actually get a story?

Jeff Jarrett is on the phone and demands that his match is for the title.

Prince Iaukea is ready for his match with Psychosis on Wednesday.
“Psychosis, meet Psycho Sexy. I’m going to make you my next hit.” I hate



to admit it, but Psycho Sexy is kind of an awesome name.

Vampiro/Kidman vs. The Artist Formerly Known As Prince Iaukea/La Parka

You would think Psychosis would be Prince’s partner here. Prince gets
double teamed during his entrance and a four way brawl starts us off. We
settle down to Vampiro vs. La Parka and it’s an awkward sequence to start
as Prince knees Vampiro in the back but Vampiro doesn’t sell it, only to
stop in place so La Parka can chop him. Vampiro throws La Parka to the
floor and hits a suicide dive, only to have Prince slam him down to take
over. Back in and Prince dives into a raised boot but Kidman has to go
break up Torrie vs. Paisley. Vampiro tags Kidman in and walks out,
leaving Prince to hit the middle rope DDT for the pin.

Rating: C. Nice little match here but again it was designed to be angle
advancement instead of a big match. Kidman taking a fall is never a good
thing, but at least it’s setting up a match…which we’ve recently seen
twice. La Parka was a pretty random partner for Prince but at least it
wasn’t the obvious pick.

Nash says the main event will indeed be a title match.

The Mamalukes show up to Vito’s sister’s wedding. Post break, Vito gives
his sister the down payment on a house.

Rhonda Singh vs. Mona

Singh comes out to Chris Jericho’s old theme which is probably an unfunny
rib. Oklahoma comes out before the bell and gets in a speech about
revitalizing the women’s division. Madusa is going to be guest referee
for this match as Tony explains the storyline since it’s oh so complex.
Singh shoves Mona down to start and hits a running splash in the corner.
A chest bump puts Mona down again and Madusa ignores the covers. Mona’s
missile dropkick gets two so she tries a sunset flip but Oklahoma grabs
the hands. Madusa kicks it away and gets punched down by Singh, who sits
on Mona for the pin, counted by Oklahoma.

Post match Singh kisses Oklahoma, which is just so totally funny that I
almost need to pause things to catch up on my laughing.



Vito’s family gets on him for spitting too much.

Flair calls Hogan an easy win and brags about his association with Luger
and Liz.

Total Package vs. Terry Funk

Funk sneaks up on him during the entrance and throws some weak left
handed punches as Madden talks about the Screen Actors’ Guild. They head
outside with Luger nailing a clothesline but Funk puts him down and loads
up a table. Liz offers a distraction (better than offering a ball bat
shot), allowing Luger to slam him through the table. Fans: “ECW! ECW!
ECW!” I’d pay so much money to see Luger in ECW. Back in and Luger works
on the spine with forearms and a suplex for no cover. A low blow breaks
up the Rack and a DDT gets two. Funk’s moonsault hits chair and that’s a
DQ.

Rating: D. Egads man. These matches are killing shows to a better degree
than the Hogan main events of the late 80s could ever hold to do. Funk is
trying but there’s a limit to what he can do with someone as interesting
as Luger. Neither guy looked like they were trying and that cripples
anything they could have done.

The main event is a title match. A US Title match. It’s about time.

Daphne and David Flair crash the reception and destroy a cake.

Tag Team Titles: Mamalukes vs. Harlem Heat vs. Crowbar/David Flair

Mamalukes are defending, after trading the titles with the Harris Twins
over in Germany over the weekend. It’s another brawl in the aisle to
start but Crowbar kicks Vito square in the belt, which Vito sells for
some reason. The champs fight back and four guys brawl in the ring at the
same time. Thankfully Big T. is in a singlet to hide his gut but it can
only do so much good.

They settle down to Harlem Heat working over Vito in the corner. We waste
time as Madden talks about growing up with Harlem Heat in New York until
Vito kicks T. down to take over. It’s quickly off to Stevie vs. Crowbar
as this match is all over the place yet still uninspiring stuff. Vito



breaks up a cover on Crowbar off Stevie’s Slapjack but David hits Stevie
with the crowbar to give Vito the pin to retain.

Rating: D-. How do you have a triple threat tag match and make it this
boring? Other than 2XS, is this the entire division? Now I’m supposed to
want to watch Flair/Crowbar vs. the Mamalukes on Sunday? Or Booker vs.
Big T. again for the rights to Harlem Heat? There are some good things on
this show and this really isn’t one of them.

The Mamalukes get beaten up some more post match, including weapons shots
from the crazy guys. More time is spent on a stretcher job and the
wedding (which is taking place at the arena…..why?) freaks out.

Kanyon thinks Hollywood is a lot more awesome than New York, and he knows
that Dustin Rhodes is a horrible actor.

Vito gets off the stretcher and yells a lot.

Hardcore Title: Bam Bam Bigelow vs. The Wall

Bigelow is defending. Wall throws in a ladder at the bell but the champ
weapons him down, only to miss the top rope headbutt. It’s table time but
Bigelow kicks it into Wall’s face, knocking Wall down like a ton of
bricks. Back in and Wall whacks Bigelow in the head with some trashcan
lids but takes way too long to go to the middle rope. Wall is sent
through the table and Greetings From Asbury Park retains Bigelow’s title.

Rating: D. You know all the hardcore matches we’ve seen in recent weeks?
This one had Bam Bam Bigelow and the Wall.

Knobbs comes in for a beatdown on Bigelow to give him an advantage on
Sunday. Wall gets back up and chokeslams Bigelow. That’s quite the
champion.

The Mamalukes want an Italian stretcher match against Flair and Crowbar
on Sunday.

The Nitro Girls do a Valentine’s Day routine.

Kanyon vs. Dustin Rhodes



Dustin breaks up Kanyon’s entrance to continue a running trend tonight.
They head outside with Kanyon chasing the referee around, only to eat a
bulldog back inside. Shattered Dreams and a Boss Man Slam are enough for
the pin on Kanyon in roughly a minute. That’s Kanyon’s last match on TV
for over two months.

Hogan threatens to bury Luger if he tries to interfere tonight.

Gene talks to “Booker T.”, who likes the Leave it to Beaver music because
it keeps him motivated.

Booker vs. The Demon

Midnight is gone and probably isn’t coming back. Spin kick, ax kick,

110th Street Slam and Demon keeps losing. Madden says that’s the first
time we’ve seen Demon taken apart because he doesn’t pay attention. Or
maybe he’s just stupid.

Ric Flair vs. Hulk Hogan

This is billed as a big match in New York. The fans chant for Hogan as he
easily shoves Flair out of the corner. This is going to be 1994 all over
again isn’t it? Some shoulders put Flair on the floor and it’s time for a
breather. The chops that have had no effect for years have no effect here
and a clothesline puts Flair on the floor again. Hogan slugs away even
more on the outside but Flair hits him low and starts in on the knee.
Flair gets a quick and bad looking Figure Four but Hogan turns it over
for the break.

Ric gets slammed off the top but the knee goes out again to keep Flair in
it. The chops that have had no effect for years have no effect for the
second time in this match and it’s mini Hulk Up time. The Flair Flip sets
up a suplex so Ric begs off. Hulk slugs away even more but eats a foreign
object to the face. Hart takes the same and now it’s full Hulk Up time.
The legdrop connects but Luger comes in for the DQ.

Rating: D+. I can’t give Hogan vs. Flair doing the classics a horrible
grade. I know it wasn’t a very good match but how do you not enjoy this
just for nostalgia alone? It’s kind of amazing that they really did just



do the same thing they’ve done so many times and expect people to care
about it but that’s WCW for you.

Funk comes in for a failed save but don’t worry, because Hogan can fight
off the greatest odds in the history of great odds. Hogan poses but Luger
comes back out with the ball bat to knock Hogan in the head. Now it’s
Hogan’s turn to get Pillmanized.

Sid thinks Jarrett having to defend the title is hilarious.

Here’s Ernest Miller because this show can’t just end. James Brown is
here and never mind because here’s Maestro to say that he and his piano
are the stars of the show. A fight starts in the aisle and never mind
because the production team isn’t interested enough to let us watch it.

US Title: Jeff Jarrett vs. Sid Vicious

Jarrett is defending. Sid punches him down to start a few times before
firing even more punches in the corner. I guess the fact that Jarrett is
actually defending has screwed him up so much that he can’t remember the
rest of his offense. They head outside with Sid bashing him in the head
with a water bottle, which seems to wake Jeff up as he hammers away back
inside.

A sleeper has Sid in trouble but he keeps one arm up to stay alive. Back
up and Jeff dives into a low blow, followed by a big boot with Jarrett
falling before any contact was made. The chokeslam looks to set up the
powerbomb but we get a ref bump, allowing Jarrett to hit Sid with the
belt for two because NO OLD PERSON WILL EVER GET PINNED. Jeff Strokes the
referee but Sid breaks another one up and puts on the Crossface, drawing
in the Harris Twins, allowing Jeff to hit the guitar shot for Mark
Johnson to count the pin. Wow an old guy actually laid down, after two
people interfered, a belt and guitar shot and a cheating referee.

Rating: F. This was the main event of the show and it took that much to
beat Sid? Yeah he’s the World Champion but you could have done the exact
same thing with one piece of the interference and, say, a handful of
trunks. Jarrett is trying, but Jeff Jarrett in the main event isn’t going
to work, especially with someone like Sid.



Overall Rating: F+. The worst part is there’s stuff in this show that has
me somewhat interested. WCW has realized there’s a simple solution to
getting energy into a segment and make it a lot easier to sit through:
put a hot blonde out there. Yeah the opener was bad, but Stacy Keibler
was dancing on a table. It’s difficult to not get at least a bit
interested when that’s the backdrop. Kidman vs. Vampiro is a good story
too, but unfortunately it doesn’t seem to be leading anywhere.

Then…….well then there’s everything else. You have Ferrara continuing to
humiliate the women because that’s all he’s good for and the Tag Team
Titles being some of the most boring stuff since the days of Dick Slater
and Bunkhouse Buck putting me to sleep back in 1995. We’re about to see
the Mamalukes vs. the crazy guys for the fourth time for no particular
reason. Add in the fight to sponsor Sesame Street and the midcard is a
disaster for the most part.

Finally, and thank goodness for that, there’s the main event scene. Hogan
and Flair have the charisma to pull off something like this, but Funk
looks like he can barely throw a punch and Luger hasn’t been interesting
in years. Therefore, these four are treated as the big attraction while
Sid and Jarrett are left to feel like afterthoughts to the other four’s
star power. On top of that, Hall was so drunk/high on a flight that he
couldn’t get back home from Europe so he wasn’t even here for the show. I
don’t know what I’m supposed to be interested in, but they need to find
something quick.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume III at Amazon for
just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00XOUNBEA

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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